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An evil army masses against the Knights of the Prince, and they are outnumbered.Only the King

can save themâ€¦While the Knights of the Prince train in the Kingdom Across the Sea, the Dark

Knight, Lucius, reigns in Arrethtrae with complete authority. But when a small group of loyalists

swears allegiance to the King, the Prince returns, and in a mighty battle, Lucius and the Shadow

Warriors are vanquished and imprisoned in the Wasteland.Peace and prosperity renew the land,

and the Prince rules from the royal city of Chessington. While the heroic Cedric travels as

ambassador, he sees that every corner of Arrethtrae reaps the benefits of prosperity brought to the

land by the Princeâ€™s reign. But not everyone will swear allegiance to the King, and it seems this

paradise may be lost yet again because of the pride and greed of evil men who plot to free the Dark

Knight and his minions. Cedric rides desperately to bring the news before itâ€™s too lateâ€¦Journey

to Arrethtrae, where the King and His Son implement a bold plan to save their kingdom; where

courage, faith, and loyalty stand tall in the face of opposition; where good will not bow to

evilâ€“where the King reignsâ€¦along with His Son!
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Review written by 14 year old girl:Kingdom's Reign is the final book in The Kingdom Series by

Chuck Black. I really liked the story and Chuck Black does an excellent job by including a little bit of

everything in his stories to attract readers of all kinds. There are tense fights, appropriate romances,

loyal horses, mystical animals, powerful swords, immense castles, and the ever-present battle of

good and evil.Everyone is finally going home to the Kingdom across the sea. The Prince has called



all the faithful home and all the Knights of the Prince make a silent exodus to the docks where ships

full of Silent Warriors are waiting for them. But the Battle for Arrethtrae isn't over. Some of the

people of Chessington, who were left under the oppressive rule of the evil Dark Knight, wish to turn

and serve the Prince. So every Knight of the Prince and Silent Warrior returns to Arrethtrae to

defeat the Dark Knight. The Prince wins the Battle and sends the Dark Knight to the Wastelands

and there is seven years of peace and celebration. But as the seventh annual feast nears, Sir

Cedric and Lady Talea discover that the peace has become an illusion and the Dark Knight isn't

done with his scheming to kill the Prince and rule the Kingdom.This is an incredible re-telling of the

book of Revelation and written on such a level that everyone can understand it. Every Knight of the

Prince went to the Kingdom across the sea and we will also go to our home in heaven. Just as the

Prince defeated the Dark Knight so Christ will defeat Satan.Kingdom's Reign was an amazing book

and a recommend it to anyone who is willing to make time for the unbelievably powerful words of

Chuck Black.I only use 5 stars on books I buy for my permanent library.
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